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One Great Speech
by James Marshall Reilly

Combining the career aspiration of The 4-Hour Workweek with the industry-

specific insider take of Kitchen Confidential, One Great Speech is the first

book to take readers inside the exciting world of the paid speaking industry.

Aspiring speakers will find that, with the right know-how, anyone can harness

the power of this career path.

James Marshall Reilly demonstrates how the principles he used to generate

millions of dollars in this fast-paced, high-pressure industry can be applied by

anyone searching for paid speaking success. This industry has changed

countless lives. With Reilly disclosing closely guarded industry knowledge,

your life-changing moment could be here!

Packed with engaging case studies, tips, and inside information on this largely

unregulated industry, One Great Speech is the only complete resource that

teaches you the ins and outs of the world of paid speaking.
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Find Your Zone of Genius
How to Redefine Intelligence, Become an Expert on Yourself,

and Make Greatness a Given

by Laura Garnett

Get in the ZONE

In Find Your Zone of Genius, you will learn the thoughts and behaviors that

will help you spend more time in what author Laura Garnett calls your Zone of

Genius-that sweet spot where you're challenged, fulfilled, and happily

engaged in the work you're doing.

Both aspirational and practical, Laura introduces a methodology based on a

performance tracker tool that has helped Laura's high-profile clients at

Linkedin, Capital One, and Verizon transform their careers and lives-and will

help do the same for you!

Work doesn't have to feel like, well, work. With Laura's advice, you can find

your Zone of Genius, accomplish more, and stop counting the minutes until

quitting time."-LAURA VANDERKAM, author of Off the Clock: Feel Less Busy

While Getting More Done

Author Bio

LAURA GARNETT is a performance strategist, speaker, and the creator of the

Zone of Genius methodology. She has helped hundreds of executives and

entrepreneurs define what they do better than anyone else and why. She is a

regular contributor to Forbes, Success, Time, and others. She lives in New

York.
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Friday Forward
Inspiration & Motivation to End Your Week Stronger Than It

Started

by Robert Glazer

FROM USA TODAY AND WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLING

AUTHOR OF ELEVATE

Wake up. Get inspired. Change the world. Repeat.

Global business leader and national bestselling author, Robert Glazer,

believes we all have a responsibility to each other: to give one another the

inspiration and support we need to be our best. What started as a weekly note

known as Friday Forward to his team of forty has turned into a global

movement reaching over 200,000 leaders across sixty countries and

continually forwarded to friends and family.

In FRIDAY FORWARD, Robert shares fifty-two of his favorite stories with real

life examples that will motivate you to grow and push you to be your best self.

He encourages you to use this book as part of a positive and intentional

Friday morning routine to get the weekend started on a forward-looking note

that will carry you through the week. At once uplifting and deeply thought-

provoking, these stories willchallenge you to propel yourself outside your

comfort zone to unlock your innate potential. By making small, intentional

changes, you have the power to create lasting impact, not only in your own

life, but also to inspire those around you to do the same. Today is the perfect

day to start.

Author Bio

Robert Glazer built a $20 million global business recognized as a best place

to work by Inc, Fortune, Forbes, Entrepreneur, the Boston Globe and

Glassdoor. Robert was also selected as the #2 small-business CEO in

America by Glassdoor. He is motivated to help other businesses and leaders

achieve the same success. Robert is the bestselling author of Performance

Partnerships and the author of Elevate, which will be released in October

2019. His efforts have served numerous bigname companies, including

Airbnb, Adidas, Uber, eBay, and Target. Robert has also appeared on the Dr.

Oz Show and is a columnist for Inc, Forbes, Entrepreneur and LinkedIn.
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Lessons on Success
17 Principles of Personal Achievement - Through Action &

Attitude

by Napoleon Hill
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Finish Strong
Amazing Stories of Courage and Inspiration

by Dan Green

Finish Strong, it's more than a statement, it's an attitude. The Finish Strong

mindset is a powerful platform for achievement personally, professionally and

spiritually. Finish Strong is packed with motivational and inspirational stories of

individuals who overcame adversity to Finish Strong. Dan Green has written

20 engaging chapters guaranteed to give you a quick shot of inspiration and

motivation. A must read for students, athletes, professionals and anyone

looking for anew way to think about life. Some of the stories featured include:

Bethany Hamilton, John Baker, Ray Kroc, Paul Hamm, Julie Moss, Ben

Hogan and Helen Keller.
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Motherhood So White
by Nefertiti Austin

Everyone comes to motherhood differently, and while all moms have to deal

with choosing baby names, potty training, finding your village, and answering

your kid's tough questions, some moms have to deal with a lot more than that.

Writer and professor Nefertiti Austin chose to start her family by adopting. She

knew she wanted to adopt a Black boy out of the Los Angeles foster care

system. She also chose to do it as a single mother.

All those factors would make it tough enough, but Nefertiti hadn't bargained

with the lack of resources available to her, or the pushback she would get

from her own family. You see, Nefertiti is Black and the path she chose to

follow was nearly unheard of in her community.

Like all great trailblazers, Nefertiti forged ahead. She is still answering tough

questions, both the ones her son asks, and the ones that she is forced to

confront because of the color of her child's skin.

In this unflinching account of her parenting journey, Nefertiti examines the

history of adoption in the African American community, faces off against

stereotypes of single Black moms, and confronts the reality of what it looks

like to raise children of color in racially charged, modern-day America.

Honest, vulnerable, and uplifting, Motherhood So White is a fantastic book

club read thatwill explore social and cultural bias, give a new perspective on a

familiar experience, and spark meaningful conversations about what it means

to be a mom in America today.

Author Bio

Author and memoirist NEFERTITI AUSTIN writes about the erasure of diverse

voices in motherhood. Her work around this topic has been short-listed for

literary awards and appeared in several publications. She was the subject of

an article on race and adoption in The Atlantic and appeared on HuffPost Live

and One Bad Mother. Nefertiti's expertise stems from firsthand experience

and degrees in U.S. history and African American studies. She lives in Los

Angeles, CA.
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See What You Made Me Do
by Jess Hill

Every day in the US, 2.5 women are killed by their partner. These statistics tell

us something that's almost impossible to grapple with: it's not the monster in

the dark women have been told about to fear, but the men they fall in love

with.

In not only a searing investigation, but a dissection of how that violence can

be enabled and reinforced by the judicial system we trust to protect us, See

What You Made Me Do carefully dismantles the flawed logic of victim-blaming

and challenges everything you thought you knew about domestic and family

violence.

Author Bio

JESS HILL is an investigative reporter who is the recipient of three Our Watch

Walkley Awards,including the Gold Award for reporting on violence against

women.Sourcebooks
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Parent Up
The Authentic Power of Inspiring Your Child to Become Their

Best Self

by Kelly Rippon
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Baby's First Year
by Sandra Magsamen

The arrival of a newborn child is an event that promises never-ending love

and the first of many special milestone moments in that first year. Filled with

Magsamen's warmth and illustrations, Baby's First Year is a groundbreaking

new format that combines the best content of the bestselling baby keepsake

space with the stress-free setup of popular undated calendars. It's the perfect

pairing with the USA Today bestseller Welcome Little One and provides an

easy-to-use, treasured keepsake for years to come!

Features include:

- Protective, hardcover slipcase

- 13 undated calendar months with sturdy holes for hanging

- Stress-free reflection prompts

- Space for photographs and other memorabilia

- Milestone, holiday, and month stickers

- 1-12 month onesie stickers"

Author Bio

Sandra Magsamen has touched millions of people, one heart at a time. As a

world-renowned and best-selling author, artist, and designer, Sandra's

products have been warmly embraced for over 30 years. With over 100 million

products and 3 million books sold worldwide, television specials, and as

featured columnist on Oprah.com, Sandra uses her own creativity and spirit to

design gifts, books, and collections that help people express themselves and

connect with one another.
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Before She Was Helen
by Caroline Cooney

Clementine Lakefield leads a simple life in her retirement community in Sun

City, South Carolina. She plays cards, substitute teaches, and has learned to

text with her niece and nephew; but Clemmie is not who she says she is.

Behind her carefree facade, she is hiding a lifetime of secrets.

When Clemmie's curmudgeonly neighbor goes missing, Clemmie suddenly

finds herself thrust into the spotlight at the center of a dangerous conspiracy.

From international bestselling author Caroline B. Cooney comes Before She

Was Helen, an absorbing mystery that explores the danger of confronting your

own past life.
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The Arctic Fury
A Novel

by Greer Macallister

A dozen women join a secret 1850s Arctic expedition--and a sensational

murder trial unfolds when some of them don't come back. What

happened out there on the ice?

The next book from acclaimed author Greer Macallister!

Virginia Reeve is summoned by an eccentric Brit with a compelling offer. Lady

Jane Franklin wants her to lead a dozen women into the Arctic in search of the

ships of her husband's lost expedition, and she's willing to pay handsomely. All

four search attempts Lady Franklin previously sponsored have failed. She has

decided only a radical new approach can succeed: let a rag tag group of

women make the decisions.

A year later, Virginia stands trial for murder. The Arctic Fury uses the true story

of Lady Franklin's quest to find her husband's lost expedition to spin a tale of

bravery and hope.

Author Bio

Location: Washington, DC.

Raised in the Midwest, Greer Macallister is a novelist, poet, short story writer,

and playwright who earned her MFA in Creative Writing from American

University. Her debut novel The Magician's Lie was a USA Today bestseller,

an Indie Next pick, and a Target Book Club selection. It has been optioned for

film by Jessica Chastain's Freckle Films. Her novel Girl In Disguise, also an

Indie Next pick, received a starred review from Publishers Weekly, which

called it a well-told,superb story." She lives with her family in Washington, DC.
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The Arctic Fury
A Novel

by Greer Macallister

A dozen women join a secret 1850s Arctic expedition--and a sensational

murder trial unfolds when some of them don't come back. What

happened out there on the ice?

The next book from acclaimed author Greer Macallister!

Virginia Reeve is summoned by an eccentric Brit with a compelling offer. Lady

Jane Franklin wants her to lead a dozen women into the Arctic in search of the

ships of her husband's lost expedition, and she's willing to pay handsomely. All

four search attempts Lady Franklin previously sponsored have failed. She has

decided only a radical new approach can succeed: let a rag tag group of

women make the decisions.

A year later, Virginia stands trial for murder. The Arctic Fury uses the true story

of Lady Franklin's quest to find her husband's lost expedition to spin a tale of

bravery and hope.

Author Bio

Location: Washington, DC.

Raised in the Midwest, Greer Macallister is a novelist, poet, short story writer,

and playwright who earned her MFA in Creative Writing from American

University. Her debut novel The Magician's Lie was a USA Today bestseller,

an Indie Next pick, and a Target Book Club selection. It has been optioned for

film by Jessica Chastain's Freckle Films. Her novel Girl In Disguise, also an

Indie Next pick, received a starred review from Publishers Weekly, which

called it a well-told,superb story." She lives with her family in Washington, DC.
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The Last Sailor
A Novel

by Sarah Anne Johnson

In turn of the century Cape Cod, a fishing family struggles with the fractures

caused by a tragic accident to a young boy

All that Nathaniel Boyd wants is to be left alone. His hopes of marriage died

years ago, not long after the storms and the seas and the sails took away his

youngest brother. He'd rather be in the marshes of Cape Cod, with their

predictable rhythms and no emotion. The Cape doesn't blame him for the

accident.

The other Boyd brother, Finn, dives headlong into his fish trading company,

trying to prove something to himself. When their father asks the brothers to

sail a schooner down from Boston to their harbor village, he didn't expect

them to bring back a young girl fleeing her home, much less a girl who slips off

the boat and nearly drowns. The Boyd men take Rachel to the nearest home

to the harbor - that of Nathaniel's first love, Meredith.

As Rachel's recovery brings Nathaniel back into Meredith's world,nothing will

be the same. And when their father dies and upends the world as they know it,

Finn spins into a violent rage. Nathaniel will be forced to sail his own ship,

taking command of his family and of his future.

Author Bio

Sarah Anne Johnson is the author of The Very Telling, The Art of the Author

Interview, and Conversations with American Women Writers, published by the

University Press of New England. Her interviews have appeared in The

Writer's Chronicle, Glimmertrain Stories, Provincetown Arts, and The Writer.

She has received residencies in fiction from Jentel Artists' Residency Program

and Vermont Studio Center. She lives in Provincetown, MA. Find her at

sarahannejohnson.com.
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The Paris Children
by Gloria Goldreich

Based on a true story, this novel of WWII illuminates the power of hope in the

face of hatred and prejudice.

As the shadows of Adolf Hitler and the Nazi Party fall over Paris, Madeleine

Levy draws on the spirit of her WWI hero grandfather and defends her

beloved France in the only way she knows how: helping Jewish children

escape the impending horror. Using her education, patience, and charm,

Madeleine undertakes deadly missions, saving Jewish lives throughout

France.

Ripe with stunning imagery of the French landscape under siege, The Paris

Children illuminates the courage of love and the power of hope in the face of

hatred and prejudice.
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Three Single Wives
A Novel

by Gina LaManna

An addictive second novel from the author of Pretty Guilty Women!

Three beautiful women. Two wedding bands. One dead husband.

When Anne Wilkes, Eliza Tate, and Penny Sands arrive at book club bearing

bottles of wine, none of them are plotting to kill. But when the subject of a

philandering husband arises, revenge is in the air. By the end of the night,

someone is dead.

Two women with rings on their fingers and one with stars in her eyes. All of

them are hiding something. All of them are lying.

What really happened that night? Only the guilty knows. Did one woman take

everything too far, or is the truth really more twisted than fiction?

Author Bio

Location: Minnesota

Born and raised in St. Paul, Minnesota, Gina LaManna graduated from St.

Catherine's University with a degree in Actuarial Science and Mathematics.

After deciding she didn't like statistics all that much, she moved across the

world and called both Italy and Los Angeles home before returning to

Minnesota. Gina and her husband now reside in St. Paul with lots of plants

and too much chocolate. Gina writes mystery, suspense, and women's fiction,

and when she's not writing, you can probably find her eating whipped cream

from the can, hanging out in the garden, or spending time with her family.
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Sanctuary
by V. V. James

When young Daniel Whitman is killed at a high school party, the entire

community is ripped apart. The death of Sanctuary's star quarterback seems

to be a tragic accident, but everyone knows his ex-girlfriend Harper Fenn is

the daughter of a witch-and she was there when he died. And when Harper

insists Dan was guilty of a terrible act, the town turns on her. As accusations

fly and the mothers of the community find themselves at odds, paranoia grips

the town, culminating in a witch-hunt the whole world is watching. . .

A magically inventive debut that twists Big Little Lies with Practical Magic in a

dark mystery of four women, a wicked secret, and an investigation that shakes

their Connecticut town to the core.
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Silence in the Shadows
by Darcy Coates

The world continues to change. Each passing day twists it further, and pushes

the surviving humans closer to the brink of extinction. But, for the first time,

there is hope. 

Clare and Dorran set their sights back on Winterbourne Hall. It's a daunting

journey, but vital. Humanity needs more refuges—

Author Bio

Darcy is the USA Today Bestselling author of Hunted, The Haunting of

Ashburn House, Craven Manor, and more than a dozen horror and suspense

titles.

She lives on the Central Coast of Australia with her family, cats, and a garden

full of herbs and vegetables.

Darcy loves forests, especially old-growth forests where the trees dwarf

anyone who steps between them. Wherever she lives, she tries to have a

mountain range close by.

You can hear about her next book by joining her newsletter: www.darcycoates.

com/subscribe
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The House on the Borderland
by William Hope Hodgson

Two friends, Tonnison and Berregnog, stumble upon an old house in rural

Ireland and discover the journal of the Recluse," an unidentified man who

recorded his last days in the house before its destruction. The journal

recounts strange visions that dogged the Recluse-terrifying creatures that

crawl up from below the house to torment him. But the journal is unfinished,

and the friends are left to speculate on the man's fate-and their own.

First published in 1908 by William Hope Hodgson, The House on the

Borderland is a classic Gothic novel shaped the genre of horror into what it is

today. Praised by iconic artists like H.P. Lovecraft and Terry Pratchett, and

presented now by the Horror Writers Association, this story is one that haunts

the reader long after the book has been closed.
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Murder in Mykonos
by Jeffrey Siger, introduction by Thomas Perry

One woman dead, another missing-and time is running out

Politically incorrect detective Andreas Kaldis, promoted out of Athens to serve

as police chief for Mykonos, is certain his homicide investigation days are

over. Murders don't happen in tourist heaven. At least that's what he's thinking

as he stares at the remains of a young woman, ritually bound and buried on a

pile of human bones inside a remote mountain church.

Teamed with the nearly-retired local homicide chief, Andreas tries to find the

killer before the media can destroy the island's fabled reputation with a

barrage of world-wide attention on a mystery that's haunted Mykonos

undetected for decades.

When another young woman disappears, political niceties no longer matter.

With the investigation now a rescue operation, Andreas races against a killer

intent on claiming a new victim.

Author Bio

Location: Greece

Jeffrey Siger was born and raised in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, practiced law

at a major Wall Street law firm, and later established his own New York City

law firm where he continued as one of its name partners until giving it all up to

write full-time among the people, life, and politics of his beloved Mykonos. The

Mykonos Mob is the tenth novel in his internationally best-selling and award

nominated Chief Inspector Andreas Kaldis series, following up on An Aegean

April, Santorini Caesars, Devil in Delphi, Sons of Sparta, Mykonos After

Midnight, Target: Tinos, Prey on Patmos, Assassins of Athens, and Murder in

Mykonos.

The New York Times described Jeffrey Siger's novels as thoughtful police

procedurals set in picturesque but not untroubled Greek locales," and named

him as Greece's thriller writer of record. The Greek Press called his work

"prophetic," Eurocrime described him as a "very gifted American author. . . on

a par with other American authors such as Joseph Wambaugh or Ed McBain,"

and the City of San Francisco awarded him its Certificate of Honor citing that

his "acclaimed books have not only explored modern Greek society and its

ancient roots but have inspired political change in Greece." He now lives in

Greece.
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The Rock Hole
by Reavis Wortham, introduction by Joe Lansdale

When your family's safety is threatened, what wouldn't you do to protect

them?

Lamar County, Texas: Summer, 1964. Life is idyllic for ten-year-old Top

Parker, who has come to live with his grandparents in the rural community of

Center Springs. Yet while Top runs the woods and countryside with his near

twin cousin, Pepper, his Grandpa Ned-also known as Constable Ned in these

parts-witnesses the spreading menace of a deranged killer. Out of his

element, Nedreaches out to neighboring law enforcement and then the FBI.

Local news sources tag the budding serial killer The Skinner," and the label is

chillingly accurate. Beginning with the torture and killing of small animals, the

monster quickly moves to humans, displaying their mutilated corpses as

gruesome trophies, with no apparent pattern to grab hold of. Lamar County

cowers. Meanwhile, Constable Ned is convinced that a vendetta is involved,

and though the why of it is murky, he can nolonger deny that something

horrific and dangerous is heading for the Parkers. Now the law can't help him,

and he must use whatever means necessary to protect himself and his family.

Is Ned up to the fight of his life?

Author Bio

Location: Texas

Reavis Z. Wortham is the critically acclaimed author of the Red River

Mysteries set in rural Northeast Texas in the 1960s. As a boy, he hunted and

fished the river bottoms near Chicota, the inspiration for the fictional location.

He is also the author of a thriller series featuring Texas Ranger Sonny Hawke.

He teaches writing at a wide variety of venues including local libraries and

writers' conferences. Wortham has been a newspaper columnist and

magazine writer since 1988,and has been the Humor Editor for Texas Fish

and Game Magazine for the past twenty-two years. He and his wife, Shana,

live in Northeast Texas. Check out his website at www.reaviszwortham.com
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Crossed Skis
by Carol Carnac, introduction by Martin Edwards
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The Christmas Egg
by Mary Kelly, introduction by Martin Edwards

Chief Inspector Brett Nightingale and Sergeant Beddoes have been called to

a gloomy flat off Islington High Street. An elderly woman-Princess Olga

Karukhin, an emigrant of Civil War Russia-lies dead on the bed, and her trunk

has been looted of its glittering treasure. . .

Out in the festive chaos of the capital a colourful cast of suspects abound: the

downtrodden grandson, a plutocratic jeweller, Bolsheviks with unfinished

business? Beddoes and Nightingale have their work cut out in this tightly-

paced, quirky and highly enjoyable jewel of the mystery genre.
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The Spoilt Kill
by Mary Kelly, introduction by Martin Edwards
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Final Proof
by Rodrigues Ottolengui

Twelve mysteries, dozens of clues, and two detectives matching wits

Detective Jack Barnes is good at his job-no nonsense and thorough, his

dogged nature makes him the best at what he does. Mr. Robert Leroy Mitchel

is entirely different: a gentleman and an amateur sleuth, Mitchel is confident in

his ability to find answers where the professionals cannot. But by choice or

circumstance the two are thrown together in pursuit of the truth. Sometimes

partners, often competitors, these dueling detectives tackle a slew of

unsolvable cases in Gilded Age New York: a body washed up in the river after

its cremation, the disappearance of a priceless emerald that leaves a trail of

death in its wake, and an IOU demanding a man's life, to name a few.

A long-neglected master of detective stories, Rodrigues Ottolengui was a

gifted dentist and lover of mysteries whose work established forensic dentistry

as a science and emphasized the value of evidence.Through crisp prose,

captivating plot twists, and charming characters, Ottolengui's collection of

stories delves into the bizarre-sometimes dangerous, sometimes ridiculous-

side of human nature.
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The Bones Remember
by Sara E. Johnson

Lips may lie, but teeth never do

At first, Alexa Glock's initial case as a traveling forensic investigator seems

straightforward-her expertise in teeth helps her identify the skeletal remains of

a hunter found on the remote Stewart Island in New Zealand. But when she

realizes the bullet lodged in his skull was not self-inflicted, and then a second,

shark-ravaged body washes up on Ringaringa Beach, it's clear that something

dangerous is lurking in the beautiful waters surrounding the island.

The disturbing sight seems to confirm what locals have hashed out in the pub:

shark cage-diving, lucrative for owners and popular with tourists, has changed

the great white sharks' behavior, turning them into man-eaters. Tensions

between cagers and locals mount as Alexa dives into the harrowing case.

While measuring bite patterns, she makes a shocking discovery that just

might lead her to who-or what-is behind both deaths.

Author Bio

Sara E. Johnson lives in Durham, North Carolina. She worked as a middle

school reading specialist and local newspaper contributor before her husband

lured her to New Zealand for a year. Her first novel, Molten Mud Murder, is the

result.
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The Deadly Hours
by Susanna Kearsley, C.S. Harris and Anna Lee Huber

Four mystery novellas follow the trail of a priceless pocket watch from the mid

-1700s until the Great War as it crosses the lives of four couples who seek to

contain its mysterious force.

This outstanding collaboration of authors includes:

Susanna Kearsley - New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of

compelling time slip fiction.

Anna Lee Huber - award-winning author of the national bestselling Lady

Darby Mysteries.

Christine Trent - author of the Lady of Ashes Victorian mystery series.

C.S. Harris, bestselling author of the Sebastian St. Cyr Regency mystery

series.

Author Bio

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author and RITA award winner,

Susanna Kearsley is known for her meticulous research and exotic settings

from Russia to Italy to Cornwall, which not only entertain her readers but give

her a great reason to travel. Her lush writing has been compared to Mary

Stewart, Daphne Du Maurier, and Diana Gabaldon. She hit the bestseller lists

in the U.S. with The Winter Sea and The Rose Garden, both RITA finalists and

winners of RT Reviewers' Choice Awards. Other honors include finaling for the

UK's Romantic Novel of the Year Award, National Readers' Choice Awards,

and the prestigious Catherine Cookson Fiction Prize. Her popular and

critically-acclaimed books are available in translation in more than 20

countries and as audio books. She lives in Canada, near the shores of Lake

Ontario.
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Desert Redemption
by Betty Webb

After a lifetime of not knowing, can Lena handle the truth of her family's

tragedy?

At the age of four, Scottsdale private eye Lena Jones was shot in the head

and left to die on a Phoenix street. After her rescue, she spent years in the

abusive foster care system, never knowing who her parents were and why

they didn't claim her. Lena's rough childhood-and the suspicion that her

parents may have been members of a cult-keeps her hackles raised. So when

a close friend joins a new thought" organization called Kanati, Lena begins to

investigate. She soon learns that two communes-polar opposites of each

other-have sprung up nearby in the Arizona desert.

On an early morning horseback ride across the Pima Indian Reservation,

Lena finds an emaciated woman's body in the desert. There is something

about her face that reminds Lena of the Kanatians. While investigating, Lena's

memory is jolted back to that horrible night when her father and younger

brother were among those murdered by a cult leader named Abraham, who

then vanished. Lena begins to wonder if either of the two cults could be linked

to that night, and whether the leaders of one or both might shed light on what

had happened to Lena's mother, who vanished at the same time

Author Bio

As a journalist, Betty Webb interviewed U.S. presidents, astronauts, and

Nobel Prize winners, as well as the homeless, dying, and polygamy runaways.

The dark Lena Jones mysteries are based on stories she covered as a

reporter. Betty's humorous Gunn Zoo series debuted with the critically

acclaimed The Anteater of Death, followed by The Koala of Death. A book

reviewer at Mystery Scene Magazine, Betty is a member of National

Federation of Press Women, Mystery Writers of America, and the National

Organization of Zoo Keepers.
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Wrecked
by Mary Anna Evans

Some losses cut to the bone. . .

The suspicious drowning death of Captain Edward Eubank breaks

archaeologist Faye Longchamp's heart. It also confuses her, because he was

found in scuba gear and she's never heard him even mention scuba diving.

During their last conversation, he told her that he believed he'd found a storied

shipwreck, but when Faye checks it out, she finds nothing there-not a plank,

not a single gold coin, nothing. If there's no treasure, then why is her friend

dead?

Surrounded by a community struggling in the aftermath of a major hurricane

that has changed the very landscape, Faye grapples not only with the loss of

her friend and her beloved island home, but also her missing daughter, who

had taken a boat out to meet up with her much-older boyfriend, and has not

been heard from since.

As a professional with her own consulting firm, Faye had long ago given up

her reckless anything goes" attitude when the lawstood between her and an

interesting dig. Now there's nothing she won't do to find her daughter, and

justice for the man she fears was murdered.

Author Bio

Mary Anna Evans is the author of the Faye Longchamp archaeological

mysteries, which have received recognition including the Benjamin Franklin

Award, the Mississippi Author Award, and three Florida Book Awards bronze

medals. She is an assistant professor at the University of Oklahoma, where

she teaches fiction and nonfiction writing. Winner of the 2018 Sisters in Crime

(SinC) Academic Research Grant
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A House Divided
by Sulari Gentill, introduction by Rhys Bowen

Meet Rowland Sinclair, gentleman and bohemian artist living in 1931 Sydney

who shares the family manse with a poet, a painter, and a feminist sculptress.

One day Sinclair receives terrible news: kindred spirit Uncle Rowly has been

murdered in his home. To find those guilty of the crime, Sinclair infiltrates the

echelons of the old and new guard. Among them are a few right thinking men,"

conservatives convinced of a Communist takeover anddetermined to combat

it. Rowland's investigation exposes an extraordinary conspiracy with direct

personal consequences.

Author Bio

After setting out to study astrophysics, graduating in law and then abandoning

her legal career to write books, Sulari now grows French black truffles on her

farm in the foothills of the Snowy Mountains of NSW. Sulari is author of The

Rowland Sinclair Mystery series, historical crime fiction novels (eight in total)

set in the 1930s. Sulari's A Decline in Prophets (the second book in the series)

was the winner of the Davitt Award for Best Adult Crime Fiction 2012. She was

also shortlisted for Best First Book (A Few Right Thinking Men) for the

Commonwealth Writers' Prize 2011. Paving the New Road was shortlisted for

another Davitt in 2013.
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The Spotted Dog
by Kerry Greenwood

Betrayal is a bitter pill to swallow. . .

Rising at four o'clock every morning isn't Corinna Chapman's favorite part of

running her Australian bakery, Earthly Delights, and the glowing light of dawn

starts to feel even harsher when a seemingly disturbed man collapses in her

shop. When the man, a military veteran, comes around and reveals that his

beloved ex-service dog is missing, Corinna and her longtime companion,

Daniel, feel compelled to help. It soon becomes clear, though, that they have

gotten involved in something much bigger and more complicated than they

had bargained for. . . especially when threatening notes begin to appear in

Corinna's apartment.

Along with searching for the kidnapped dog and trying to stay out of range of

the gang of drug runners who are probably responsible for his disappearance,

Corinna has to make sure the delicious breads, muffins, and treats that she

has become known for are still fresh and ready for hereager customers. Can

she take the heat?

Author Bio

Kerry Greenwood was born in the Melbourne suburb of Footscray and after

wandering far and wide, she returned to live there. She has degrees in

English and Law from Melbourne University and was admitted to the legal

profession on the 1st April 1982, a day which she finds both soothing and

significant. Kerry has written three series, a number of plays, including The

Troubadours with Stephen D'Arcy, is an award-winning children's writer and

has edited and contributed to several anthologies. The Phryne Fisher series

(pronounced Fry-knee, to rhyme with briny) began in 1989 with Cocaine Blues

which was a great success. Kerry has written twenty books in this series with

no sign yet of Miss Fisher hanging up her pearl-handled pistol. Kerry says that

as long as people want to read them, she can keep writing them. In 2003

Kerry won the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Australian Association.
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Only a Duchess Would Dare
by Amelia Grey

Author Bio

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Amelia Grey's awards

include the Booksellers Best and the Aspen Gold, and writing as Gloria Dale

Skinner, the coveted Romantic Times Award for Love and Laughter and the

prestigious Maggie Award. Amelia read her first romance book when she was

thirteen and has been a devoted reader of love stories ever since. She is the

author of over twenty-five books. Happily married to her high school

sweetheart for over thirty-five years, Amelia lives in Panama City Beach,

Florida.
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A Murder Between the Pages
by Amy Lillard

The ladies of the Friday Night Book Club at Arlo's bookstore are obsessed

with their latest read, The Missing Girl-especially because it mirrors an old

cold case they're all fascinated with. Fifty years ago, the town's piano teacher

disappeared without a trace. In the book, the "missing girl" comes back to

town in a disguise, and the book club ladies excitedly wonder which of their

neighbors might secretly be the missing piano teacher. . .

When Haley Adams, a young medical student, is found strangled at the

Lillyfield mansion where she worked as a maid, members of the town are

quick to suspect Joe Fisher, an ex-con and outsider. But it looks like the

murder may be connected to the old missing person's case, and it quickly

becomes clear to Arlo and her quirky book club friends that someone in the

community is hiding somethingand that when it comes to unmasking a

murderer, you can't necessarily judge a book by its cover.

Author Bio

Location: Tulsa, OK.

AMY LILLARD is the award-winning author of several Amish romances. She is

a member of RWA, ACFW, NINC, and the Author's Guild. She lives in Tulsa,

OK.
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Closely Harbored Secrets
by Bree Baker

Author Bio

Bree Baker is a mystery-loving daydreamer who got into the storytelling

business at a very young age, much to the dismay of her parents and

teachers. A few decades later, no one seems surprised that she's made a

career of it. According to Bree's eternally patient husband and three saucy

children, she's never short on words or imagination, and can't seem to use

one without the other. Her favorite tales involve the sea, intrigue and honor,

humor and heart. Bree Baker is a member of Sisters in Crime, International

Thriller Writers and Romance Writers of America. You can learn more about

Bree and her books at breebaker.com.
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Death on West End Road
by Carrie Doyle

Sourcebooks
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Winner Cake All
by Denise Swanson

Once again, it looks like Dani Sloan will get a slice of the action. . .

In the small town of Normalton, IL, there aren't a lot of opportunities for small

business owner Dani Sloan to cater big-ticket events. But that's about to

change-a client named Yvette Joubert is marrying Franklin Whittaker, the

richest guy around, and they want Dani to cater their engagement party! The

swanky event is the perfect opportunity to put Dani on the map for wealthier

clients.

But when a storm hits the party after guests arrive, it becomes clear that more

than the dinner is ruined: Yvette is found dead beneath the marquee. Is her

death a tragic accident, or a perfectly orchestrated murder? Then the case

gets even juicier-it turns out that Yvette's ex-husband is Spencer Drake, Dani's

almost-boyfriend, and the police start circling. Now Dani must follow an

unending list of clues to save her business, her better half, and catch a

criminal. Let's just hope they get their just desserts!

Author Bio

Denise Swanson is the New York Times bestselling author of the Scumble

River mysteries, the Deveraux's Dime Store mysteries, and the Chef-to-Go

mysteries, as well as the Change of Heart contemporary romances. She has

been nominated for RT Magazine's Career Achievement Award, the Agatha

Award, and the Mary Higgins Clark Award.
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Ride the Tide
by Julie Ann Walker

Brand new hot romantic suspense from New York Times and USA Today

bestselling author Julie Ann Walker

Weary of being a fighting man, and burned by a bad divorce, former SEAL

Mason Monet" McCarthy is tight-lipped and self-contained. Unfortunately, he

can't avoid Alexis Merriweather when she joins him and his business partners

in the hunt for the Santa Cristina.

Historian Alexis Merriweather has a motor-mouth and a penchant for pushing

Mason's buttons. When a dangerous man from Mason's past threatens their

lives and everything they are working toward, Mason must rely on old instincts

and the skills honed from years running black ops to make sure nothing from

his previous life touches Alexis's present.

Of course, with their lives on the line and the adrenaline running high, it's a

foregone conclusion sparks will fly.

The Deep Six series:

Hell or High Water (Book 1)

Devil and the Deep (Book 2)

Ride the Tide (Book 3)

"Mouthwatering characters.. the romance simmers. . . a page-turning

adventure."-Night Owl Reviews Top Pick for Hell or High Water

Author Bio

Julie Ann Walker is the USA Today and New York Times Bestselling Author of

the Black Knights Inc. romantic suspense series. She is prone to spouting

movie quotes and song lyrics. She'll never say no to sharing a glass of wine or

going for a long walk. She prefers impromptu travel over the scheduled kind,

and she takes her coffee with milk. You can find her on her bicycle along the

lake shore in Chicago or blasting away at her keyboard, trying to wrangle her

capricious imagination into submission. For more information, please visit

www.julieannwalker.com or follow her on Facebook www.facebook.

com/jawalkerauthor and/or Twitter @JAWalkerAuthor.
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Lessons in French
by Laura Kinsale

Author Bio

Laura Kinsale, a former geologist, is the New York Times bestselling author of

Flowers from the Storm, The Prince of Midnight, and Seize the Fire. She and

her husband divide their time between Santa Fe and Dallas.
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A Fearless Man
by Leigh Greenwood

All it takes is one FEARLESS man. . .

As the sheriff of Sycamore Flats, Hen Randolph has seen just about

everything this lawless land has to offer. Quick in the saddle and quicker on

the draw, he's cultivated a reputation for being a ruthless sharpshooter-and an

unapologetic loner. Hen's had more than his fair share of complications and is

happiest keeping his distance from the world. The trouble is, sometimes the

world refuses to keep its distance from him.

Laurel Blackthorne knows what dark and dangerous men are capable of, and

she'll be damned if she lets another near her or her son again. But the sheriff

seems different-an honest man despite his prickly exterior-and perhaps her

only hope of saving herself from a dark past that refuses to let go.

When danger comes calling, can she find it in herself to trust a man who

always shoots true? And can this independent loner be convinced that he's

ready for something truly worthfighting for?

Previously published as Laurel

Author Bio

Leigh Greenwood is the USA Today bestselling author of the popular Seven

Brides, Cowboys, and Night Riders series. The proud father of three grown

children, Leigh resides in Charlotte, North Carolina. He never intended to be a

writer, but he found it hard to ignore the people in his head, and the only way

to get them out was to write. Visit him at www.leigh-greenwood.com.
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A Steadfast Man
by Leigh Greenwood

All it takes is one STEADFAST man. . .

Not even Texas is big enough for the seven rough-and-ready Randolph boys.

Needing space to make a name for himself outside the long shadow cast by

his infamous brothers, Tyler Randolph sets off for New Mexico in search of

adventure. He's intent on discovering lost mines overflowing with gold. . .

What he finds is a beautiful woman wounded and left for dead.

Daisy Singleton is shocked when she wakesin an unfamiliar cabin, alone with

a man she's never met. Confused and angry, all she wants is to leave the

shelter of the mountain and track down the villains responsible. Tyler's more

than willing to help Daisy find her way, but with her would-be killers still at

large, the two reluctant heroes will have to band together if either wants to see

another day.

Previously published as Daisy

Author Bio

Leigh Greenwood is the USA Today bestselling author of the popular Seven

Brides, Cowboys, and Night Riders series. The proud father of three grown

children, Leigh resides in Charlotte, North Carolina. He never intended to be a

writer, but he found it hard to ignore the people in his head, and the only way

to get them out was to write. Visit him at www.leigh-greenwood.com.
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Once Upon a Mail Order Bride
by Linda Broday

Linda Broday's heroes step right out of her books and into your heart."-Jodi

Thomas, New York Times bestselling author

When the West was wild and man's law favored the few, these extraordinary

women could be found. . . in the heart of an outlaw.

Accused of crimes he didn't commit, ex-preacher Ridge Steele is forced to

give up everything he knew and make his home with outlaws. Desperate for

someone to confide in, he strikes up correspondence withmail-order bride

Adeline Jancy, finding in her the open heart he's been searching for. Upon her

arrival, Ridge discovers Addie only communicates through the written word,

but he knows a little of what trauma can do to a person and vows to stand by

her side.

Addie is eager to start a new life with the kind ex-preacher and the little boy

she's stolen away from her father-a zealot priest of a terrorized flock. As her

small family settles into life at Hope's Crossing, she even begins tofind the

voice, and confidence, she'd lost so long ago.

But danger is not far behind, and her father will not be denied. While Addie

desperately fights the man who destroyed her childhood, a determined Ridge

races to the rescue. The star-crossed lovers will need more than prayers to

survive this final challenge. . . and find their way back to each other again.

Author Bio

At a young age, Linda Broday discovered a love for storytelling, history, and

anything pertaining to the Old West. After years of writing romance, it's still tall

rugged cowboys that spark her imagination. A New York Times and USA

Today bestselling author, Linda has won many awards, including the

prestigious National Readers' Choice Award and the Texas Gold. She resides

in the Texas Panhandle where she's inspired every day.
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Missing Persons
by Michael Brandman

Even in a town called Freedom, justice has its price

LAPD homicide detective Buddy Steel finds himself detoured from his own life

when his ailing father, Sheriff Burton Steel, calls him home to Freedom to take

over as deputy. Though relations between father and son have always been

strained, Buddy reluctantly agrees to the arrangement.

When he begins investigating the possible disappearance of a famous local

televangelist's wife, he is met withoutright antagonism. While the highly-

secured husband insists that his wife is simply visiting a relative, the

housekeeper who reported her missing fears she may have been murdered.

And no one, from family members to ministry security and staff to the

prosecutor's office seems inclined to help Buddy in his investigation. In fact,

many go out of their way to stop him.

But the more he pokes and prods, the more he realizes that the Bible-

thumping family and their television empire maybe an elaborate cover for a

less-than-holy enterprise. But how far up does the corruption reach-and will

Buddy pay the ultimate price for refusing to look the other way?

Author Bio

Michael Brandman is the author of three Jesse Stone novels, each based on

characters created by Robert B. Parker, all on the New York Times Best

Sellers list.

With his longtime partner, Tom Selleck, he produced and co-wrote nine Jesse

Stone movies and three Westerns.

His and Emanuel Azenberg's production of Tom Stoppard's Rosencrantz &

Guildenstern Are Dead won the Venice Film Festival's Golden Lion Award for

Best Picture.

He has produced more than forty motion pictures including films written by

Arthur Miller, Stephen Sondheim, Neil Simon, David Mamet, Horton Foote,

Wendy Wasserstein; David Hare, and Athol Fugard.

He is the father of two sons and lives in Los Angeles with his wife, the actress

Joanna Miles.
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Untamed Wolf
by Paige Tyler

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Paige Tyler brings you the

latest in her sexy, pulse-pounding SWAT series

SWAT werewolf Diego Martinez has always had a protective side, so when he

meets a newly turned teenage werewolf, and the kid's intriguing mother, he

readily offers to help Brandon learn what it means to be a werewolf. He also

readily falls for for Brandon's mother, Bree, and the attraction is mutual.

But as SWAT's biggest case starts to converge with Bree's family, Diego and

Bree find themselves in danger they could never have imagined. It'll take

everything they've got to discover the truth and keep each other safe.

SWAT (Special Wolf Alpha Team) series:

Hungry Like the Wolf

Wolf Trouble

In the Company of Wolves

To Love a Wolf

Wolf Unleashed

Wolf Hunt

Wolf Hunger

Wolf Rising

Wolf Instinct

Wolf Rebel

SWAT is hot hot hot!"-KerrelynSparks, New York Times bestselling author

"Paige Tyler's SWAT series hits all the right marks, blending steamy

paranormal fantasy with modern-day realism."-Larissa Ione, New York Times

bestselling author

Author Bio

Paige Tyler is the USA Today bestselling author of sexy, romantic fiction. She

and her very own military hero (also known as her husband) live on the

beautiful Florida coast with their adorable fur baby (also known as their dog).

Paige graduated with a degree in education, but decided to pursue her

passion and write books about hunky alpha males and the kickbutt heroines

who fall in love with them. Visit www.paigetylertheauthor.com.
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Seduced by the Wolf
by Terry Spear

Author Bio

USA Today bestselling author Terry Spear has written over sixty paranormal

and medieval Highland romances. In 2008, Heart of the Wolf was named a

Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year. She has received a PNR Top Pick,

a Best Book of the Month nomination by Long and Short Reviews, numerous

Night Owl Romance Top Picks, and 2 Paranormal Excellence Awards for

Romantic Literature (Finalist & Honorable Mention). In 2016, Billionaire in

Wolf's Clothing was an RT Book Reviews toppick. A retired officer of the U.S.

Army Reserves, Terry also creates award-winning teddy bears that have found

homes all over the world, helps out with her grandbaby, and she is raising two

Havanese puppies. She lives in Spring, Texas.
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Joy to the Wolves
by Terry Spear

Meet the shifters of the Red Wolf pack. . .

Close quarters make for a cozy Christmas. . .

As Christmas approaches, red wolf shifter Brooke Cerise unexpectedly

inherits an antique shop in Portland, Oregon. But when a missing reindeer calf

turns up on her property, she becomes embroiled in a kidnapping case and

the primary suspect of far-too-intriguing shifter Detective Josh Wilding.

Josh doesn't intend to fall for the mysterious new woman in town, but Brooke

gets under his skin from the moment they meet, and he can't help his instinct

to protect her. These red wolves are both on the hunt for love, but there's a

mystery to solve before they can enjoy their holiday happy-ever-after.

Spend every Christmas with an unforgettable shifter hero from USA Today

bestseller Terry Spear:

An enchanting tale of kismet-werewolf style!"-Fresh Fiction for Dreaming of a

White Wolf Christmas

"The best of holiday romances. . . a howling good time."-Long and Short

Reviews for A Silver Wolf Christmas

"A holiday treat-romance that sizzles and entertains."-Fresh Fiction for A

Highland Wolf Christmas

"Sensuous, heartwarming romance, enhanced by an adorable wolf pup and

winter-time fun."-Library Journal for A Very Jaguar Christmas

"Delectable. . . a 'Recommended Read' for Christmas and all year long!"-

Romance Junkies for A SEAL Wolf Christmas

Author Bio

USA Today bestselling author Terry Spear has written over sixty paranormal

and medieval Highland romances. In 2008, Heart of the Wolf was named a

Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year. She has received a PNR Top Pick,

a Best Book of the Month nomination by Long and Short Reviews, numerous

Night Owl Romance Top Picks, and 2 Paranormal Excellence Awards for

Romantic Literature (Finalist & Honorable Mention). In 2016, Billionaire in

Wolf's Clothing was an RT Book Reviews toppick. A retired officer of the U.S.

Army Reserves, Terry also creates award-winning teddy bears that have found

homes all over the world, helps out with her grandbaby, and she is raising two

Havanese puppies. She lives in Spring, Texas.
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Wolf Fever
by Terry Spear

10th Anniversary Edition of a classic paranormal romance from USA Today

bestselling author Terry Spear.

Growing up in Silver Town, human nurse Carol Woods never imagined that

the local hospital specialized in treating werewolves-that is until an attack from

a werewolf lands her in the hospital and into the job. Though Carol

appreciates the opportunity, much to her pack leader's growing annoyance,

she's resisting shifting. Not only because her on-again, off-again psychic

abilities have made her leery of losing control of her body, but because they're

telling her that a swine-flu-type virus attacking the pack may leave them

unable to return to human form.

Pack leader Darien Silver is putting pressure on Carol to mate, so she'll have

someone to supervise her shifting and prevent her from giving away the

pack's secret. But the one man who interests her, sexy gray pack leader and

private investigator Ryan McKinley-doesn't believe in her premonitions or their

future together, unless she's willing to overcome her fears and shift.

Only when weres infected with the flu shift in an effort to shake the disease

and then can't shift back, is Ryan convinced of her abilities-but will it be too

late for Carol and Ryan to save their packs from becoming wolves forever?

Riveting and entertaining. . . WOLF FEVER makes one want to devour all of

the rest of Terry Spear's books."-Fresh Fiction

Author Bio

USA Today bestselling author Terry Spear has written over sixty paranormal

and medieval Highland romances. In 2008, Heart of the Wolf was named a

Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year. She has received a PNR Top Pick,

a Best Book of the Month nomination by Long and Short Reviews, numerous

Night Owl Romance Top Picks, and 2 Paranormal Excellence Awards for

Romantic Literature (Finalist & Honorable Mention). In 2016, Billionaire in

Wolf's Clothing was an RT Book Reviews toppick. A retired officer of the U.S.

Army Reserves, Terry also creates award-winning teddy bears that have found

homes all over the world, helps out with her grandbaby, and she is raising two

Havanese puppies. She lives in Spring, Texas.
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For Letter or Worse
by Vivian Conroy

For a wealthy Tundish woman's birthday extravaganza, Delta and her

stationery shop host a crafting event, hoping to drum up some extra business

for their new Montana store. But cardstock isn't the only thing bent out of

shape when the guest of honor's sister-in-law ends up dead before the cake is

cut, and many suspects soon come out from the folds. With suspicious gifts

appearing on the present table and enemies a mile long, Delta and her

friends, including retired K-9 dog Spud, must take a second look at the

evidence to try and find the killer. However, they soon discover there are more

dimensions to the case than they could ever have imagined

Author Bio

VIVIAN CONROY is the author of the Cornish Castle, Country Gift Shop, and

Lady Alkmene mystery series. Besides writing, Vivian enjoys hiking, collecting

stationery, and trying new desserts, especially if chocolate is involved.
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Honky Tonk Christmas
by Carolyn Brown

A Christmas celebration that no one will ever forget. . .

Sharlene Waverly is bound and determined to finally get going on that mystery

novel she's been researching ever since the Year One, but she gets distracted

by the Honky Tonk's previous barmaids' romance stories. She decides to put

the mystery aside and write a romance novel so hot it'll melt the soles off a

cowboy's best eel-skin boots, but then she gets distracted again. This time it's

the hot hunkycowboy who's agreed to help her get the Honky Tonk spit-shined

for the best Christmas celebration ever planned in two counties. And Sharlene

begins to wonder if those tall tales she's been hearing about a little ol' beer

joint with a surefire love charm might just be true after all. . .

Also in the Honky Tonk Cowboys Series:

I Love This Bar (Book 1)

Hell, Yeah (Book 2)

My Give a Damn's Busted (Book 3)

Honky Tonk Christmas (Book 4)

Praise for Honky Tonk Christmas:

The most difficult thing about reading a Brown book is putting it down."-Fresh

Fiction

"This book makes me believe in Christmas miracles and long slow kisses

under the mistletoe."-The Romance Studio

"If you want a story with a cast of characters you won't soon forget, then you

need to read Honky Tonk Christmas."-The Long and Short of It Reviews, 4.5

Stars

Author Bio

Carolyn Brown is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author with

more than sixty books published. She writes bestselling single title cowboy

and country music mass market romances, as well as women's fiction. Born in

Texas and raised in southern Oklahoma, Carolyn and her husband now make

their home in the town of Davis, Oklahoma.
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Christmas at Home
by Carolyn Brown

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Carolyn Brown brings her

100% unique and authentic voice to this heartwarming tale of the magic of

Christmas.

Sage Presley's Western paintings are in big demand. She should be at her

gallery's holiday show, but she has to race back to Palo Duro Canyon in a

desperate effort to prevent her grandmother from selling her ranch. How could

Grand give up their home? Even though she doesn't spend much time there

thesedays, Sage can't imagine the rest of her life without roots.

Sage arrives at the ranch to find Creed Riley in residence, while Grand has

gone off to visit her sister, planning to return on Christmas Eve to sign the sale

papers. Creed's a seasoned rancher, and he's ready to take over. The fact

that he's so attractive only irritates Sage more. Sure, easy for him to persuade

Grand to give up her home. Sage is devastated, and to make things worse,

she's now stuck at the ranch with a blizzard closing in, no electricity, and a

stranger taking up space.

Sage paints when she is angry. She paints when she is sad. She paints when

she is blah. . . so while the storm rages outside, she spends her days in front

of her easel. She feels more alone than ever before in her life, but the warmth

and joy she's painting cheer her up more and more. As the house fills up with

stray animals fleeing the blizzard, and Creed proves himself to Sage over and

over again, the future begins tobrighten for both of them.

This heartwarming romantic Christmas story from Carolyn Brown proves that

even the most unexpected situation can prove to be a true gift.

Originally published as Mistletoe Cowboy

Author Bio

Carolyn Brown is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author with

more than sixty books published. She writes bestselling single title cowboy

and country music mass market romances, as well as women's fiction. Born in

Texas and raised in southern Oklahoma, Carolyn and her husband now make

their home in the town of Davis, Oklahoma.
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Lady Louisa's Christmas Knight
by Grace Burrowes

Author Bio

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Grace Burrowes'

bestsellers include The Heir, The Soldier, Lady Maggie's Secret Scandal, Lady

Sophie's Christmas Wish and Lady Eve's Indiscretion. Her Regency romances

and Scotland-set Victorian romances have received extensive praise,

including starred reviews from Publishers Weekly and Booklist. The Heir was

a Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2010, The Soldier was a PW Best Spring

Romance of 2011, Lady Sophie's Christmas Wishand Once Upon a Tartan

have both won RT Reviewers' Choice Awards, Lady Louisa's Christmas

Knight was a Library Journal Best Book of 2012, The Bridegroom Wore Plaid

was a PW Best Book of 2012. Two of her MacGregor heroes have won KISS

awards. Grace is a practicing family law attorney and lives in rural Maryland.
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Blue Sky Cowboy Christmas
by Joanne Kennedy

Full of heart and passion."-JODI THOMAS, New York Times bestselling

author, for Cowboy Fever

Book 2 in award-winning author Joanne Kennedy's new Blue Sky Cowboys

series, Blue Sky Cowboy Christmas is an emotional, compelling story from a

master of the genre. Joanne Kennedy's sexy cowboy romances feature the

rugged and lonely Wyoming range, where the nearest neighbors are miles

away and the climate is brutal for man and beast. This beautiful and sensuous

tale takes place at the holidays, when a lonely cowboy is more desperate than

ever to connect with the woman of his dreams.

Also by Joanne Kennedy:

Cowboy Trouble

One Fine Cowboy

Cowboy Fever

Tall, Dark and Cowboy

Cowboy Crazy

Praise for Cowboy Summer:

"Kennedy's delicious contemporary series launch is filled with nostalgia. . . Wit

and charm suffuse this well-plotted story about remembering what's most

important in life."-Publishers Weekly

"This sweet but sexy tale, the kick-off for Kennedy's new Blue Sky Cowboys

series, is great for fans of Linda Lael Miller's contemporary romances."-

Booklist

Author Bio

Joanne Kennedy is the RITA-nominated author of ten contemporary Western

romance novels, including Cowboy Trouble, Tall, Dark and Cowboy, and

Cowboy Tough. The first book in her Decker Ranch trilogy, How to Handle a

Cowboy, was named one of Booklist's Best Romances of the Decade." She

lives in a secret mountain hideout on the Wyoming border with too many pets

and a retired fighter pilot. The pets are relatively well-behaved. Joanne loves

to hear from readers and can be reached through her website, www.

joannekennedybooks.com.
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The Best Cowboy Christmas Ever
by June Faver

Guaranteed melt-your-heart romance."-Romancing the Book for Do or Die

Cowboy

Enjoy a down-home Texas cowboy Christmas!

When handsome town sheriff Derrick Shelton meets Angelique Guillory and

her young daughter at the Garrett ranch, he is immediately drawn to the

woman who seems to desperately need a true family Christmas. Determined

to erase the shadows from her eyes, he decides to give her the best holiday

she's ever had.

Angelique Guillory is a woman with a past, haunted by violence and searching

for the family she never knew. When she and her little daughter find their way

to the Garrett family and meet Derrick, she hopes to have finally found a safe

haven.

But Angelique is still looking over her shoulder. Despite her doubts, with a little

Christmas magic and the warmth of the Garretts, Angelique may find more

love and acceptance than she ever thought possible.

Also by June Faver, the Dark HorseCowboys series:

Do or Die Cowboy (Book 1)

Hot Target Cowboy (Book 2)

When to Call a Cowboy (Book 3)

Cowboy Christmas Gold (Book 4)

What Readers Are Saying about June Faver:

"An intriguing mix of personalities and circumstances that drew me into their

world."-Keeper Bookshelf for Do or Die Cowboy

"The plot was intriguing and kept me turning the pages. . . June Faver has

become a 'must read' author to me."-Harlequin Junkie for When to Call a

Cowboy

Author Bio

June Faver loves Texas, from the Gulf coast to the panhandle, from the

Mexican border to the Piney Woods. Her novels embrace the heart and soul

of the state and the larger-than-life Texans who romp across her pages. A

former teacher and healthcare professional, she lives and writes in the Texas

Hill Country.
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Smokin' Hot Cowboy Christmas
by Kim Redford

Cowboy Christmas reading at its very best."-Carolyn Brown, New York Times

bestselling author, for Cowboy Firefighter Christmas Kiss

Have yourself a Smokin' Hot Cowboy Christmas

It's been one fiasco after another for newcomer Belle Tarleton since she

began trying to turn her ranch into an arts center. Local workers seem

determined to ruin her Christmas party plans, and she hopes bringing in

down-on-his-luck Rowdy Holloway to help with renovations will get things

back on track.

Rowdy is the unluckiest cowboy in the whole of Wildcat Bluff County, Texas,

and things are not improving this holiday season. Sure, he's the object of

many local women's drool-worthy fantasies, but the town has decided he's the

man who should stop Belle's renovation plans.

It started as a simple mission, but now Rowdy's so twisted up he doesn't know

whose side he's on. With only days until Christmas, Rowdy and Belle need to

tap into theirfiery personalities and off-the-charts chemistry if they're ever

going to find a way to thaw the ice on this reluctant town's heart.

Smokin' Hot Cowboys series:

A Cowboy Firefighter for Christmas (Book 1)

Blazing Hot Cowboy (Book 2)

A Very Cowboy Christmas (Book 3)

Hot for a Cowboy (Book 4)

Cowboy Firefighter Christmas Kiss (Book 5)

Cowboy Firefighter Heat (Book 6)

Smokin' Hot Cowboy Christmas (Book 7)

Praise for Kim Redford's Smokin' Hot Cowboys:

"Country Christmas romance as sweet as pie and spicy as chili."-Booklist for

Cowboy Firefighter Christmas Kiss

"This tale will (...)

Author Bio

Kim Redford is the bestselling author of Western romance novels. She grew

up in Texas with cowboys, cowgirls, horses, cattle, and rodeos. She divides

her time between homes in Texas and Oklahoma, where she's a rescue cat

wrangler and horseback rider-when she takes a break from her keyboard. Visit

her at kimredford.com.
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Mistletoe and Mr. Right
by Sarah Morgenthaler

Fresh, fun and romantic."-SARAH MORGAN, USA Today bestselling author of

A Wedding in December

How the moose (almost) stole Christmas.

Lana Montgomery is everything the quirky small town of Moose Springs,

Alaska can't stand: a rich socialite with dreams of changing things for the

better. But Lana's determined to prove that she belongs. . . even if it means

trading her stilettos for snow boots and tracking one of the town's hairiest

Christmas mysteries: the Santa Moose, an antlered Grinch hell-bent on

destroying every bit of holiday cheer (and tinsel) it can sink its teeth into.

And really. . . how hard could it be?

The last few years have been tough on Rick Harding, and it's not getting any

easier now that his dream girl's back in town. When Lana accidentally

tranquilizes him instead of the Santa Moose, it's clear she needs help, fast. . .

and this could be his chance to finally catch her eye. It's an all-out

Christmaswar, but if they can nab that darn moose before it destroys the town,

Rick and Lana might finally find a place where they both belong. . . together.

Readers are falling in love with The Tourist Attraction:

"Utterly charming-a delightful debut."-LAUREN LAYNE, New York Times

bestselling author of the Central Park Pact series

"An enchanting romcom debut! I loved it." -TERI WILSON, award-winning

author of The Accidental Beauty Queen

"After reading Sarah Morgenthaler's darling debut, I wanted to hop a plane to

Alaska and find my own grumpy cinnamon roll hero!"-MELONIE (...)

Author Bio

Geologist and lifelong science nerd Sarah Morgenthaler is a passionate

supporter of chocolate chip cookies, geeking out over rocks, and playing with

her rescue pit bull, Sammy. When not writing contemporary romance and

romantic comedy set in far off places. . . Alaska anyone?. . . Sarah can be

found travelling with her husband, hiking national parks, and enjoying her own

happily ever after. Sarah is a two-time Golden Heart Finalist and winner of the

NOLA STARS Suzannah award.
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12 Men for Christmas
by Phillipa Ashley

When a nice girl asks twelve men to get naked, it's sure to cause a scandal. . .

Emma Tremayne leaves her high-powered PR job after discovering her

boyfriend is having an affair with her boss, and moves to the Lake District

looking for peace, quiet-and celibacy. So perhaps it's not the best idea when,

in the spirit of community-mindedness," she agrees to help the local mountain

rescue team put together a "tasteful" nude calendar in order to fundraise for

their new headquarters. Especially since quite a lot of the community seems

to mind what she's up to-including the tall, dark and handsome Mr. July, Will

Tennant, who appears to have got completely the wrong impression about

Emma's intentions. So how does she convince him that he's more than just

the flavor of the month?

Set in England's Lakeland district, home to the country's highest mountains

and deepest lake, and as unpredictable as the region's ever-changing

weather, this funny, fast-paced romantic women's fiction is full of twists and

turns that are as dramatic as its setting.

Author Bio

Phillipa Ashley studied English Language and Literature at Wadham College,

Oxford before becoming a freelance copywriter and journalist. A frequent

guest on BBC national, local and independent radio on all matters romantic,

she lives with her husband and daughter in Staffordshire, UK.
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Saddled with Murder
by Eileen Brady

It's Christmas season and veterinarian Kate Turner is definitely not feeling

jolly. She's overworked, unappreciated, dealing with two dissatisfied clients

AND a complicated personal life. Then, both dissatisfied clients pass away

within two weeks of each other. Coincidence, right?

But when Kate's ex-boyfriend, Jeremy, is mugged and robbed after they have

a heated argument in the hospital parking lot, all the coincidences seem to

point to something a little more sinister. . .

The fifth entry in the delightful, animal-focused mystery series finds Kate with

her hands tied while trying to juggle her love-life, work, and a murder

investigation.

Author Bio

Eileen Brady is a veterinarian living in Scottsdale, Arizona. She is a wife and

mother of two daughters and often has to chase her six cats and two dogs

away from her laptop keyboard. The Kate Turner, DVM Mysteries is her first

series.
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Tail for Two
by Mara Wells

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Lance Donovan agreed to dog sit only to help out his younger brother. Little

does he know that an encounter with his ex-wife at the local dog park is going

to turn his life upside down. . .

Carrie Burns has a successful business, a young son, and an energetic pup.

She doesn't have time for much more in her busy schedule, but her friends

say she needs to get back into the dating scene or she'll never find a new Mr.

Right. Between her demanding job and 3-year-old Oliver, dating is starting to

be another chore.

Carrie especially doesn't have time for her ex-husband, Lance Donovan. But

when Lance meets Oliver, he's determined to connect with the son he didn't

know he had, and the love he thought he'd lost.
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